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STEPHANIE JOUBERT (1953 -   ) 
 
1953 – 1971 

 
Stephanie Joubert was born in Vanderbiljpark, Transvaal on 21 July 1953. 

She is the youngest of two children and fondly recalls drawing pictures 
with her older brother.  

 
Stephanie’s parents moved around a lot, but they stayed in 

Vanderbiljpark for the first ten years of her life. Having lived in a volatile 
period of South Africa’s political history, she had a front row seat during 

the Sharpeville protests as the people marched past her school when she 
was in grade 1.  

 
When movie theatres first came out her brother had taken her to a movie 

that had an age restriction, there weren’t too many options to choose 

from back then. She vividly recalls seeing portraits with eyes that 
followed people wherever they went. To this day, when creating an 

artwork, she pays special attention to the eyes because of the effect the 
movie had had on her impressionable young mind.  

 
When they moved in 1963, her parents found a lifetime’s worth of 

drawings against the walls inside her closet, an example of how art had 
always been part of her. Her mom used to say that when she was a 

toddler she would put mud on one leg and not the other and that she’d 
admire the tonal differences between the two. 

 
After the first move, the began moving regularly throughout Pretoria and 

Centurion. She never took art as a subject in school preferring to go her 
own way. After graduating high school Stephanie wanted to study art, but 



her father refused, saying as many did those days that she needed to 
study something that would put bread on the table. She refused to study 

anything else and began working right out of high school. 
 

1971 – 1978 
 

She started working at Home Affairs capturing ID’s on computer. She also 
worked at a bank and later as a sub at Computicket where she drew 

pictures of her feet during the slow hours.  
 

During this time, she also bought her first and only pottery wheel and had 
a potter’s oven made for her when they hired a small holding in 

Magaliesmoot. She had lots of animals on the farm including a cow. She 
met her future husband, Veterinary Surgeon Jan Joubert when he 

sterilized her five cats.  

 
1979 – 1997 

 
On 22 September 1979 Stephi and Jan got married. For the first time she 

had someone in her life that realized what a talented artist she was. Jan 
appreciated her art and bought her pastels, pencils, easels, sketchbooks 

and more. To this day she has a standing exhibition in his practice in 
Hercules.  

 
Stephi took part in an exhibition called Faculty Day that was hosted by 

the Faculty of Veterinary Science on 27 September 1990. She could take 
part since she was the wife of one of the veterinary surgeons.  One of the 

works she exhibited was a pencil drawing of a meerkat, one of Jan’s 
favourite animals. The Meerkat is also in the standing exhibition at his 

practice. 

 
1995 

 
Stephi took regular walks with an old friend, passing by Eben Germishuys’ 

house, with Stephi telling her friend every time that one day she was 
going to take classes from him. One day did arrive and in 1995 she joined 

Eben Germishuys’ art school where she studied with him for more than 
fourteen years.  

 
Originally having joined the studio to study sculpting, Stephi’s love of line 

work and drawing quickly had her combining relief work and painting.   
 

1998 
 

On 15 March 1998 her father died after a long, painful struggle with 

pancreatic cancer. It hit her very hard and her artworks took on a darker 
edge as her soul bled. 



2005 
 

Stephi took part in her first art competition and became a finalist at Alette 
Wessels Kunskamer in 2005. The work she’d submitted was called “Kat 

Verrys Uit die As”.  
 

2015  

Since 2015 Stephi's art has changed from a hobby into a career with her 

first solo exhibition called “Serenity” in May 2015 at the Pretoria Arts 

Association. In 2016 she received an Honourable mention in the Light 

Space and Time Online Art Gallery’s International Figurative Art 

competition and became a finalist in the Longstreet Art Lovers Art 

competition as well. 

She had her second solo exhibition in May 2017 at the Pretoria Art’s 

Association called Echoes. 

Stephi has her third solo exhibition at Pretoria Kunskamer during 

August/September 2018. 

  

“The different sides of circles” exhibition: 
 

This exhibition is a study of the diversity of symbolism in the use of the 
circle as geometric form and its relation to religion throughout the world 

with Christianity at its core.  Each layer of symbolism adds another side to 
the shape we call a circle.  It is perhaps one of the few symbols that can 

begin to try and describe eternity and perfection. This makes it impossible 
to remove the circle from the core of life and belief itself since it is 

reflected in both the atoms and the planets.   

 
It is not surprising that both pagans and Christians are drawn to this 

shape and its ability to signify eternity. Mathematics gives the clearest 
example of a circle’s embrace of eternity through its use of Pi. Pi is the 

circumference of any circle divided by its diameter.  The most startling 
characteristic of Pi is that the numbers behind the decimal place continues 

indefinitely.  This is why Pi is usually rounded to 3.14.  
 

The circle is also used as an expression of self, timelessness, cyclical 
movement and perfection. Some of the exhibition’s works like Seasons 

explore the cyclical fashion of the seasons, the way summer gives way to 
autumn, autumn gives way to winter and winter gives way to spring only 

to start again. It can also be seen in the rising and setting of the sun, as 
day gives way to night and night gives way to day. 



 
Time is as endless as the currents in the ocean, ebbing and flowing 

through the birth and death of the beings inhabiting our beautiful planet 
which brings us to the core of the circle.  The window into the spiritual as 

it’s connected to our tripartite being of body spirit and soul.  One cannot 
stare into the face of eternity, into the circle of life, the constant changing 

of the seasons and the presence of the geometric shape all around us, 
whether it’s the planets above us or the atoms inside of us and not see 

God. 
 

It is up to all of us to examine these different sides of the circle, to peer 
into the symbolism that gives it its many sides and search not only for 

answers, but the knowledge that although we may be finite, there is a 
God that is infinite and has placed His glory into a shape as simple and at 

the same time as complex as a circle. 

 
 

Clayboard: 
 

The clayboard has a smooth kaolin clay surface, which is applied to a non-
warping hardboard. The kaolin clay surface is very absorbent.  

 

Multiple media can be applied to this panel including inks, gouache, egg 
tempera, acrylics, airbrush, encaustics etc.  

 
I like to use Ampersand’s scratchboard and clayboard inks. 

  
The inks are only available in a set with very tiny amounts and have the 

following colours: sepia, yellow, light green, carmine red, ultramarine blue 
and scratchboard repair ink. 

 
These inks are very vibrant and don’t leave behind any oily/inky residue. 

They are also easy to scratch off. When multiple layers of different 
coloured inks are used, scratching off the top layer reveals the underlying 

colours. 
 

Before I use the ink, I like to draw my basic pattern on the white 

clayboard with a micron pen. After the pattern is done, I apply the ink 
over the pattern with a brush. I mix the colours I want for the specific 

project. Since the surface is so absorbent I can start scratching almost 
immediately.  

 
Remembering where the basic pattern has been drawn, I begin to add in 

detail using scratchboard tools, a fibre pen and an ink eraser used for 
typing machines.   

- Stephi Joubert 



 

 

Body, Soul and Spirit 

Ink on clayboard 

61 x 61 cm 

Unframed 

R4 200.00 

 

Squares have been used to denote the physical body and circles the soul. 

The earthen vessel is representative of the spiritual treasure placed there 

by God 



 

 

Core 

Ink on clayboard 

61 x 61 cm 

Unframed 

R4 200.00 

 

Another strong round shape is the planetary core. Planetary cores are the 

innermost layer of planets. We can thank gravity for the circular shape of 

our planets. “The gravitational force of a planet’s mass pulls all of its 

material towards the centre, smoothing out any jarring non-roundness.” 

Britannica.com. It is interesting that even gravity “gravitates” towards a 

circle. 



 

 

Cosmos 

Ink on clayboard 

61 x 61 cm 

Unframed 

R4 200.00 

 

It Is said that the sun and the moon were the first representations 

of circles, later encompassing the entire cosmos with its circular 

stars and planets. 



 

 

Currents of time 

Ink on clayboard 

61 x 61 cm 

Unframed 

R4 200.00 

 

Circles are also used to denote movement and the cyclical passage 

of time, always moving like the currents in the ocean. 

 



 

 

Embryo 

Ink on clayboard 

61 x 61 cm 

Unframed 

R4 200.00 

 

At the very beginning the developing embryo has a round shape 

that changes as the foetus grows. 

 

 



 

 

Eternity 

Ink on clayboard 

61 x 61 cm 

Unframed 

R4 200.00 

 

Circles are used as a symbol for eternity. God had placed the Tree 

of Life in the middle of the garden. 

 



 

 

Life 

Ink on clayboard 

61 x 61 cm 

Unframed 

R4 200.00 

 

Although cells can come in different shapes especially plant cells, 

most of them are circular, pulsing with life and energy. 

 



 

 

Seasons 

Ink on clayboard 

61 x 61 cm 

Unframed 

R4 200.00 

 

Circles represent the seasons as they pass in a cyclical way. The 

rising and the setting of the sun always repeating in a predictable 

circular fashion. 



 

 

The Fall 

Ink on clayboard 

61 x 61 cm 

Unframed 

R4 200.00 

 

Due to a circle’s soft curves they are seen as feminine. The snake 

symbolizes the attack on Eve in the Garden of Eden. 



 

 

Vesica 

Ink on clayboard 

61 x 61 cm 

Unframed 

R4 200.00 

 

The intersection of two realms: the earthly and divine. The 

Triangle is a symbol of God’s tripartite being. God the Father, God 

the Son and God the Holy Spirit. (Dartmouth) 



 

 

Diving Helmet Reflection 

Ink on clayboard 

41x 41 cm 

Unframed 

R2 500.00 

 

Round shapes have long since been used to make portholes to 
avoid weak points. Corners that aren’t rounded are weak and 

subject to stress causing them to crack. Circles can therefore also 

be seen as a source of strength. 

 

 

 



 

 

Cycle of chaos and peace 

Ink on clayboard 

92 x 61 cm 

Unframed 

R6 000.00 

 

Just as circles represent the cyclical manner of the cyclical 

manner of the passing of the seasons. We have similar cyclical 
experiences in our lives as chaos and peace rise and set over our 

days. 



 

 

 

Pretoria Kunskamer – an art gallery specialising in South African old masters and selected, 
established contemporary art and selected young artists. 

We offer personal service, including valuations and all your picture framing needs. 

 

 

63 George Storrar Drive, Groenkloof, Pretoria 

P.O. Box 25186, Monument Park, 0105 

Tel: +27 (0) 12 346 0728 

E-mail: info@pretoriakunskamer.co.za 

www.pretoriakunskamer.co.za 

 

 

Gallery Hours: 

MONDAY – FRIDAY 09H00 – 18H00 

SATURDAY 09H00 – 14H00 or by appointment 

 

 

References: 

Stephi Joubert 

Alette Bester at Pretoria Kunskamer Art Gallery 

 


